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( " Women must not marry without her custodian’s permission .  

If she does , she is considered as fornicator and the marriage is void  " )  

( 15 of prophet Mohammed sayings )  

 

__ About the author : Dr. Amer Al-Husiny is the fisrt one who was able to 

collect all prophet Mohammed sayings in one book . It’s called (    ي السن
 
 . ( الكامل ف

It contains ( 60,000 ) sixty thousands of prophet Mohammed sayings .  

 

He also has , till the time of translating this book , ( 150 ) a hundred and fifty 

other books about prophet Mohammed sayings in many topics .  

 

But all these books in arabic language , so I started to translate some of these 

books to be available and easy to read for english langauge readers .  

 

This is the book number ( 25 ) , in the author’s series books in arabic .  

ي )   طريقا مختلفا إلي النن 
ي عشر

ّ من اثن  ي شهرة حديث لا نكاح إلا بولي
 
(الكامل ف  

 

----------------------------------------------------- 
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_ Notes by the translator :  

 

_ About this form : Imam … tell in his book … about ( Name ) . This ( name ) is 

one of prophet Mohammed companions , or one of their students . Those are 

the very best source to know the real right Islam .  

 

_ When it’s mentioned that Imam ... tell in his book … about comapnion ( 

Name ) . It’s does not mean that this is the only Imam who tell this saying 

about this companion , but the author mentions at least one source for the 

saying .  

 

_ In some sayings you will find ( as the previous one ) . In the original book of 

the author , if many companions say the same thing , he repeated the saying 

every time . But in the translation , I mention the saying one time , then 

instead of repeating it again and again , I say ( as the previous one ) .  

 

__ Saying’s number may be slightly different between the different editions of 

the books .  

-------------------------------------------------- 
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The book’s translation 

 

Beginning in name of God and blessing on all his prophets .  

 

In my first book I collected all prophet Mohammed sayings . It contains sixty 

thousand ( 60,000 ) of prophet Mohammed sayings . Then I started to collect 

his sayings in specific topics to be more easy to reach and read .  

 

In book number ( 21 ) in my series of books , I collected prophet Mohammed 

sayings that intercourse outside marriage for only few days in exchange of 

some money , was allowed in first of Islam for companions only .  

 

It was allowed two times , one time for nineteen ( 19 ) years and the second 

times for only three days in conquest of Mecca . Then it became prohibited on 

all people and rules of marriage changed by Allah .  

 

It’s a rule in Islam that women must not make or agree on marriage by 

themselves . It’s must be agreed by her custodian . And if she did not take the 

permission of her custodian , she is considered as a fornicator .  
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In this book , I collect all prophet Mohammed sayings that woman’s marriage 

is void if she did it by herself , it must be agreed by her custodian . And if she 

did not take permission of her custodian , she is considered as a fornicator .  

 

And it’s very known in Islam that women’s custodian is her father , then 

brother , then uncle ,etc.  

 

------------------------------------------------- 
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__ This what made some people talk about this rule :  

 

__ Some asked why grown sane adult women can not behave or take actions 

for their own marriage and life matters except with the permission of their 

custodians .  

 

They asked , is this according to the religious rule that women are less 

intelligence and mental maturity than men ? Or it’s just a rule from God to test 

people if they will obey him or not .  

 

__ Some said that this rule is made to make the marriage announced or public 

and to protect the woman . But others anwered on that by saying that this is 

very wrong , because there are a lot of ways to announce the marriage . Even 

the wedding itself is an announcement .  

 

Also the protection can be made by many ways . But in the first place what 

protection can one man as father or brother can give ? And protect her from 

what exactly .  
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__ There might be more research in this matter to find the best possible 

solution , but the book is only for collection sayings of prophet Mohammed 

about this matter .  

 

------------------------------------------------ 
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__ Note : In Islam , sayings of prophet Mohammed are reported by his 

companions , then from companions to their students , and etc. . This is called 

the way or route of the saying .  

 

The saying can be proven by only one way . But if it came by two ways , it’s 

better . And if it came from many ways , it means that it’s very proven and 

reach the degree of Quran .  

 

In this book , after mentioning sayings of prophet Mohammed , the author 

mentioned in details that this saying came from thirteen ( 13 ) ways . Then he 

mentioned a summary of them .  

 

I will translate the summary because the details are just a lot of information 

about every Imam and companion , and the ways are already summarized in 

the summary .  

 

--------------------------------------------------- 
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1_ Imam Ibn Magah tell in his book Al-Sunan ( 1882 ) about abu Hurairah that 

prophet Mohammed said , Women must not go for marriage by themselves . 

Women’s marriage must be made after the permission of their custodians . If a 

woman marry without taking permission of her custodian , she is considered 

as a fornicator and the marriage is void .  

 

2_ Imam Al-Khatib Al-Baghdadi tell in his book Al-Tarikh ( 3 / 541 ) about 

Mu’az Ibn Gabal that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

3_ Imam Al-Tabarani tell in his book Al-Mu’gam Al-Awsat ( 4520 ) about Ibn 

Abbas that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

4_ Imam Al-Tirmizi tell in his book Al-Sunan ( 1102 ) about Abu-Musa Al-Ash’ri 

that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

5_ Imam Abu-Dawood tell in his book Al-Sunan ( 2083 ) about Aisha that 

prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

6_ Imam Al-Tabarani tell in his book Al-Mu’gam Al-Awsat ( 4491 ) about Gabir 

Ibn Abd-Allah that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  
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7_ Imam Al-Khatib tell in his book Al-Fasl ( 683 ) about Ali Ibn Abi-Talib that 

prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

8_ Imam Abu-Nu’aim tell in his book Al-Heliah ( 4409 ) about Abd-Allah Ibn 

Amr that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

9_ Imam Al-Tabarani tell in his book Al-Mu’gam Al-Awsat ( 5565 ) about Abu-

Musa Al-Ash’ari that prophet Mohammed said , Women must not go for 

marriage by themselves .  

 

Women’s marriage must be made after the permission of their custodians . 

And there must be at least other two witnesses . If there are no custoduan and 

two witnesses , the marriage is void .  

 

10_ Imam Al-Baihaqi tell in his book Al-Sunan Al-Qubra ( 7 / 141 ) about Abu 

Hurairah that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

11_ Imam Al-Baihaqi tell in his book Al-Sunan Al-Kubra ( 7 / 124 ) about Imran 

Ibn Husain that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

12_ Imam Ibn Al-A’rabi tell in his book Al-Mu’gam ( 1171 ) about Ibn Omar that 

prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  
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13_ Imam Al-Tabarani tell in his book Al-Mu’gam Al-Awsat ( 5564 ) about Gabir 

Ibn Abd-Allah that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

14_ Imam Al-Daraqutni tell in his book Al-Sunan ( 3491 ) about Ibn Mas’oud 

that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

15_ Imam Al-Khatib tell in his book Al-Tarikh ( 3 / 8 ) about Ali Ibn Abi-Talib 

that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

16_ Imam Al-Azdi tell in his book Al-Hadith ( 47 ) about Abd-Allah Ibn Amr that 

prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

17_ Imam Al-Rawiani tell in his book Al-Musnad ( 1259 ) about Abu-Omamah 

Al-Bahili that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

18_ Imam Tammam tell in his book Al-Fawa’id ( 1438 ) about Obadah Ibn Al-

Samit that prophet Mohammed said , as the previous one .  

 

------------------------------------------------- 
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__ The summary of ways or routes of the saying :  

 

1_ Mohammed Ibn Marwan to Hisham Ibn Hassan to Ibn Sirin to Abu Hurairah 

2_ Omar Ibn Sobh to Moqatil Ibn Haiian to Asbagh Ibn Nabatah to Ali Ibn Abi-Talib 

 

3_ Ma’mar Ibn Soliman to Al-Haggag Ibn Arta’ah to Ikrima to Ibn Abbas 

4_ Sufian Al-Thawri to Abd-Allah Ibn Othman to Sa’id Ibn Gobair to Ibn Abbas 

 

5_ Al-Fadl Ibn Dokain to Qatadah Ibn Du’amah to Al-Hasan Al-Basri to Imran Ibn Husain  

6_ Bishr Ibn Mu’az to thabit Ibn Zuhair to Nafi’ to Ibn Omar  

 

7_ Eisa Ibn Yonus to Al-A’mash to Talhah Ibn Nafi’ to Gabir  

8_ Abd-Allah Ibn Buzai’ to Hisham Ibn Hassan to Ata’ Ibn Abi-Rabah to Gabir 

 

9_ Omar Ibn Al-Nu’man to Mohammed Ibn Abd Al-Malik to Abu Al-Zubair Al-Qurashi to Gabir  

10_ Al-Husain Ibn Abd Al-Rahman to Al-Sha’bi to Al-Harith Al-A’war to Ali Ibn Abi-Talib  

 

11_ Mohammed Ibn Obaid to Amr Ibn Shu’aib to Shu’aib Al-Sahmi to Abd-Allah Ibn Amr  

12_ Mohammed Ibn Al-Salt to Omar Ibn Sahban to Abd-Allah Ibn Zakwan to Abu Omamah  

13_ Isma’il Ibn Saif to Hisham Al-Mugashi’I to Yazid Al-Rukashi to Anas Ibn Malik  

 

------------------------------------------------- 
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_ Previous Translated books :  

 

1_ ( " Allah ordered to kill all polytheists and atheists if they refuse to enter 

Islam " ) ( 250 of prophet Mohammed sayings )  

 

2_ ( " Allah ordered to apply islamic rules upon christians and jews , and must 

make them not equal to muslims " ) ( 500 of prophet Mohammed sayings )  

 

3_ ( " Prophet Mohammed married twenty-five ( 25 ) women and divorced ten 

women " ) ( 140 of prophet Mohammed companions sayings )  

 

4_ ( " Number of slaved women that prophet Mohammed had was four 

women " ) ( 40 of prophet Mohammed companions sayings )  

 

5_ ( " Having intercourse outside marriage was allowed two times in first of 

Islam , one for 19 years and one for 3 days , for companions only " ) ( 50 of 

prophet Mohammed sayings )  
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6_ ( " If free muslims kill a slave , the killer must not be killed , Hijab is not a 

must on slaved women , and 20 other rules differ between the free and slaved 

" ) ( 170 of prophet Mohammed sayings )  

 

7_ ( " Those who refuse to believe in Islam are foolish and like dogs , animals , 

monkeys , pigs , and the most evil and unjust people " ) ( 300 of Quran verses 

and prophet Mohammed sayings )  

 

8_ ( " Prophet Mohammed married Aisha when she was six years old , and had 

intercourse with her when she was nine years old , and he was fifty-four ( 54 ) 

years old " ) ( 60 of prophet Mohammed companions sayings )  

 

9_ ( " Allah ordered women to women to wear Hijab and not wear any clothes 

that describe or reveal any part of their bodies " ) ( 60 of prophet Mohammed 

sayings )  

 

10_ ( " Allah curse women who not wearing Hijab or wear clothes that 

describe or reveal part of their bodies " )( 120 of prophet Mohammed sayings )  
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11_ ( " Allah allowed men to hit or beat their wives if they disobey them , but it 

must not be too hard beat " ) ( 30 of prophet Mohammed sayings )  

 

12_ ( " Women will never fulfill their duties toward their husbands , even if his 

body ooze blood & pus then she cleaned it by her mouth , and Allah will not 

accept her good works if she disobey her husband " ) ( 120 of prophet 

Mohammed sayings )  

 

13_ ( " Women are created from askew rib and will never go on one straight 

way . Men will be doomed and will not succeed if they obey women " ) ( 35 of 

prophet Mohammed sayings )  

 

--------------------------------------------------- 
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( " Women must not marry without her custodian’s 

permission . If she does , she is considered as 

fornicator and the marriage is void " )  

( 15 of prophet Mohammed sayings ) 
 

 


